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From the organization of Allied Academies, we Infectious Disease Congress feels very honoured and privileged to recognize the accomplishments of our brilliant researchers who have made their research work more interesting and helpful for future developments. This Award ceremony program is held to identify the Senior researchers, professionals and young talents who have made an immense contribution to the Scientific community. Now, we have gathered here to appreciate all the research works done by our fellow researchers and to value their hard work and morals which these awardees exemplify, like compassion and zeal for learning the new advancement in the medical community.

Allied Academies recognize the commitment and astonishing works in all academic and research fields. By recognizing their contribution; AAC inspires and motivates scholars, researcher and academicians by giving AAC International Best Researcher Awards along with other specific awards in all academic disciplines and categories. These Awards include a prestigious Award Certificate, Memento along other gifts. These Awards are given in generally yearly once in the Infectious Disease program conducted in some city may internationally.

Our Infectious Disease Conference holds many sessions for the participants like, Keynote presentations, Plenary presentations, Poster presentations, Young Researcher presentations and also Video Presentations. And presentation awards are given to acknowledge the personalities who have made excellent contributions to the field and to support active engagement for the improvement of the field as a whole.

This award should inspire and motivate participants to attempt, to understand their fullest ability which could, in turn, be helpful to the field as a whole. Epic masterpieces are not only a witness to the individual’s hard work, but they also have the capability to alter the whole world as they can take the lead to formulate better policies and or a new mindset.

The marks provided by the assessment committee and the Meeting Chair will be used to decide the receivers of these awards, and works with the high ranking marks shall be suggested for the following awards:

The Best Plenary Award
The Best YRF Presentation Award
The Best Poster Award

And considering the contributions provided by our respective Organizing committee members, we are happy to announce the following awards also,

The Best OCM Award
The Best Keynote Award.

The Best OCM Award

The Organizing Committee is the head of our conference, without them, we cannot organize such a grant event. So it is our privilege to honour them for their efforts they have contributed to the conference on the whole.

Best Keynote Award

This award is presented to the paper that has been considered to be the best in the keynote session. Infectious Disease 2020 Conference has a privilege in honoring the eminent professionals for their outstanding research works in these fields and gives us the awareness to build the disease-free human race.

Best Plenary Award

This award will be presented for the most remarkable presentation in the whole conference. It takes into regard such as whether the lecture is impactful, and whether the speaker is inspirational and trustworthy. So we infectious Disease 2020 feels more privilege in presenting these awards with the help of session Chair and Co-Chair.

Best YRF Presentation Award

The Best YRF Award will be presented to an enrolled scholar or Student, who is considered to present the best student paper at the Infectious 2020 Conference. This award is built on the scores given by the assessment committee to each and every student's presentations. The Organizing Committee and the Session Chair along with Co-chair decides the final determination on who receives this award.

Best Poster Presentation Award

The Infectious Disease 2020, Organizing Committee has appointed a board headed by a chairperson to assess the poster sessions and to recognize the best poster presentations. The Session Chair and the Scientific committee determines which poster presentation will collect the Best Poster Presentation Award, based on the evaluation scores of the board members. Thus, We, 2nd International Conference on Pathology and Infectious Diseases Cordially invite all the Speakers and students to exhibit their researches in this noble forum to get recognized and to share your research ideas and knowledge to the betterment of the future.

Join hands with us at Infectious Disease Gathering!! We welcome all!
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